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There is a variety of philosophies, artistic processes, and
theatrical approaches to creating plays and drama. Some are 
connected to political or spiritual ideologies, and some are 
based on purely “artistic” concerns. Some processes focus 
on a story, some on theatre as event, and some on theatre 
as catalyst for social change. According to Aristotle’s seminal 

theatrical critique Poetics, there are six elements necessary 
for theatre: Plot, Character, Idea, Language, Music, and 
Spectacle. The 17th century Spanish writer Lope de Vega wrote 
that for theatre one needs “three boards, two actors, and one 
passion”. Others notable for their contribution to theatrical 
philosophy are Konstantin Stanislavski, Antonin Artaud, Bertolt Aa
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writer Lope de Vega wrote that for theatre one needs “three 
boards, two actors, and one passion”. Others notable for 
their contribution to theatrical philosophy are Konstantin Aa
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focus on a story, some on theatre as event, and some on 
theatre as catalyst for social change. According to 

Aristotle’s seminal theatrical critique Poetics, there are
six elements necessary for theatre: Plot, Character, Idea, 
Language, Music, and Spectacle. The 17th century Spanish 
writer Lope de Vega wrote that for theatre one needs “three 
boards, two actors, and one passion”. Others notable for 
their contribution to theatrical philosophy are Konstantin Aa
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focus on a story, some on theatre as event, and some on 
theatre as catalyst for social change. According to 

Aristotle’s seminal theatrical critique Poetics, there are
six elements necessary for theatre: Plot, Character, Idea, 
Language, Music, and Spectacle. The 17th century Spanish 
writer Lope de Vega wrote that for theatre one needs 
“three boards, two actors, and one passion”. Others notable 
for their contribution to theatrical philosophy are Aa
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some on theatre as catalyst for social change. According 

to Aristotle’s seminal theatrical critique Poetics, there
are six elements necessary for theatre: Plot, Character, 
Idea, Language, Music, and Spectacle. The 17th century 
Spanish writer Lope de Vega wrote that for theatre one 
needs “three boards, two actors, and one passion”. Others 
notable for their contribution to theatrical philosophy  Aa
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are connected to political or spiritual ideologies, and 
some are based on purely “artistic” concerns. Some 
processes focus on a story, some on theatre as event, 
and some on theatre as catalyst for social change. 

According to Aristotle’s seminal theatrical critique
Poetics, there are six elements necessary for theatre: 
Plot, Character, Idea, Language, Music, and Spectacle.  
The 17th century Spanish writer Lope de Vega wrote that 
for theatre one needs “three boards, two actors, and  
one passion”. Others notable for their contribution  Aa
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Some are connected to political or spiritual ideologies, 
and some are based on purely “artistic” concerns. Some 
processes focus on a story, some on theatre as event, 
and some on theatre as catalyst for social change. 

According to Aristotle’s seminal theatrical critique
Poetics, there are six elements necessary for theatre: 
Plot, Character, Idea, Language, Music, and Spectacle. 
The 17th century Spanish writer Lope de Vega wrote that 
for theatre one needs “three boards, two actors, and 
one passion”. Others notable for their contribution to Aa

There is a variety of philosophies, artistic processes, and theatrical
approaches to creating plays and drama. Some are connected to 
political or spiritual ideologies, and some are based on purely “artistic” 
concerns. Some processes focus on a story, some on theatre as event, 
and some on theatre as catalyst for social change. According to 
Aristotle’s seminal theatrical critique Poetics, there are six elements 
necessary for theatre: Plot, Character, Idea, Language, Music, and 
Spectacle. The 17th century Spanish writer Lope de Vega wrote that for 
theatre one needs “three boards, two actors, and one passion”. Others 
notable for their contribution to theatrical philosophy are Konstantin 
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Some are connected to political or spiritual ideologies, 
and some are based on purely “artistic” concerns. Some 
processes focus on a story, some on theatre as event, 
and some on theatre as catalyst for social change. 

According to Aristotle’s seminal theatrical critique
Poetics, there are six elements necessary for theatre: 
Plot, Character, Idea, Language, Music, and Spectacle. 
The 17th century Spanish writer Lope de Vega wrote that 
for theatre one needs “three boards, two actors, and 
one passion”. Others notable for their contribution to Aa
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There is a variety of philosophies, artistic processes, 
and theatrical approaches to creating plays and drama. 
Some are connected to political or spiritual ideologies, 
and some are based on purely “artistic” concerns. 
Some processes focus on a story, some on theatre  
as event, and some on theatre as catalyst for social 

change. According to Aristotle’s seminal theatrical 
critique Poetics, there are six elements necessary for 
theatre: Plot, Character, Idea, Language, Music, and 
Spectacle. The 17th century Spanish writer Lope de Vega 
wrote that for theatre one needs “three boards, two 
actors, and one passion”. Others notable for their Aa
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Please contact us If you require an Eastern European character set, Cyrillic or 
if you would like another weight, alternative characters or even a modification 
of our original design to suit your needs. info@a2-type.co.uk
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